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SUPPLY CHAIN METRICS PROJECT TEAM
ACHIEVEMENT

Anthony Meno, Laura Morsony, Bryce
Steslicki, Susan Riddle and Carol Tady
These five analysts took on the leadership role of a
larger cross-functional analyst working group of 15+
for a project to:
• Research and identify best practices of other institutions’
supply chain performance metrics
• Determine and make recommendations to leadership for
what we should in SCM
• Share why the metric is important and how we would get
the data
• Present recommendations to leadership

This was a project with high-level goals, minimal direction and
competing priorities and personalities. This team did an excellent
job of meeting the goals on time and within scope. We will use the
work they did to improve our performance internally and for our
customers and use the metrics to inform our outreach project with
departments.
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DESHENG CHEN

Invaluable Staff Member
Desheng is an invaluable staff member to his
teammates, as well as his clients. He handles
an extensive workload on a daily basis. He
plows through his work daily, yet produces
quality work that would hold up to any audit. He is always
extremely approachable and receptive to not only taking on
new projects, but for being extremely accommodating when
approached with yet more projects. He is both tenacious and
meticulous in his analysis and work product. He is an absolute
gem, and we are beyond fortunate to have him on our team. We
would be at a loss without him.

MARIA MAZZEI
Above and Beyond Duty
Over the 11½ months working on the
Comprehensive Furniture Project that was
recently awarded, Maria provided remarkable
administrative support to a very trying project, marred with
disruptions, personnel changes, lack of project scope, continuity
and sometimes project indecisiveness. Using her longtime
experience within the UC system, her procurement background
and a “CAN-DO” attitude, she helped pull together a very solid
contract agreement that contains all the UC requirements
including terms and conditions, HIPPA Business Associate, Data
Security and various other attachment, appendix and exhibits.

TIMOTHY ALT

SONYA VALENCIA

Tim has worked tirelessly to modify the @IW
Financial Report in the Facilities Dashboard
in MyReports. He was integral in modifying
the report to view the information in a more complete and user
friendly way. In addition, he has dug into the report monthly and
uncovered financial discrepancies that have had to be reversed
by the Financial Analysts in the FSC. He has tackled these tasks
with expertise and a wonderful attitude.

Sonya she has been instrumental in providing
a smooth transition in the reorganization. She
has provided support to me and my staff in the
areas of new equipment, finance details and traversing our new
landscape. She has done all of this with a wonderful attitude and
a smile. On behalf of Construction AP, Purchasing and @IW we
want to thank her and let her know we appreciate her efforts.

Integral to Success

Instrumental

PAUL MULLIGAN & LIAN SUSSMANN
Above and Beyond Duty

Paul Mulligan and Lian Sussmann worked tirelessly for 10 months
providing the California State Auditors (CSA) with more than one
million purchase orders, executed contracts and RFP information.
This audit was politically sensitive with the potential to put UCSF
is a negative spotlight if it didn’t go well. The auditors commended
UCSF during our exit interview for being so collaborative with
them. Lian and Paul responded in a timely and helpful manner to

the CSA’s ever-changing scope
of work. We would not have had
as successful of an exit interview
without their professional,
patient responses via countless emails, phone calls and in-person
meetings.

